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RESEARCH IN POLICY ANALYSIS

The Approach Paradigms

SUBBARAYAN PRASANNA

INTRODUCTION

This paper is addressed to the study of the process of
public policy, its evolutionary aspects and applications.
The term policy has come to be used in different ways in
public administration and business management orientations.
Administrators, for instance use policy in its original
sense to mean a course of action formulated by a collective
constituency, or a legislative body.[l]

On the other hand, the management people, especially, in
India use the term 'policy' rather mechanistically, (and
imprecisely) to mean merely a set of guidelines which may
be used to formulate an official course of action. This
latter interpretation, often, negates the basic principle
that a policy must evolve out of the "pol" (a collective in
Greek, equivalent to "palli" in Dravidian) and must continue
to be anchored in the collective forms of rationality.
Such an anchorage would justify the requirements of
legitimacy, sovereignty, autonomy, and hierarchy, in the
cybernetics of decision-making.[2]

Social contract, and legislative evolution in
collectivity are not *a part of the latter (management)
orientations. In recent times, we have witnessed a number of
inroads into public administration of these managerial
orientations. This is an aberration brought about by the
business culture and related corporate/command orientations
in India. Frequent claims, and exhortations are being made
nowadays, that administrators and public bureaucracies ought
to make decisions in a "business-like manner", that
situations, procedures, and the like ought to be "managed"
in order to obtain the "desired" results. These are common
examples of corporatism's inroads into public affairs. In
the post-World War II decades, these sentiments have been
waxing and waning, cyclically. To an extent they may have a
positive contribution to make, such as, in goading public
administration to take a fresh look at itself, and renew
itself, in general. But, more particularly, these
sentiments and inroads may have challenged public
administration (and the socio polity at large) to deal with
the increasing strength of corporatism and neo-corporatism
of a new era in socio-economic development.[3]



In this paper, 1 have made an effort to delineate the
definitions of palicy, public, analysis and research, by the
origin or these words, and, as applied to empirical contexts
in modern times. The concern, here, is limited to the
concepts and interests of public raanagenent/adiDinistration;
and, it would avoid the business and corporate management
usage and practice of these phrases and words.[4]

A variety of paradigmatic approaches used in policy
analysis will be presented here; this would be done by way
of exemplifying the rang*- in practice to the uninitiated.
Thete approaches are of the "middle range" in a Parsonian
sen^e;[5] therefore they will include conceptual positions,
postulates, as well a<s empirical models in practice. The
discussion offered would link the models to real world
research and applieat:on possibilities in an indicative
manner. The paper is introductory to the subject; however,
it is not elementary. Much researched, as well as,
explorable material is presented here.

It is assumed that the reader will have some basic
grounding in the social sciences, and some general knowledge
of how governments and societal systems operate.[6]

Some elementary, general, familiarity with systems
concepts would be helpful. In most cases pursuing the
references, citations, etc., should help clarify the basic
concepts. However, the citations are not limited to basic
knowledge items. The paper comprises sections on
definitions and basic positions, aspects of researchability,
and a survey of approaches, and applications.

More specifically the paper focuses on two broad sets
of approaches. One is derived from the various research
modes as found in the scientific, social science, and
humanistic approaches to inquiry, based on the theoretic
orientation of each category of pursuit, respectively. The
second focus is on the evolved paradigms of approaches in
policy analysis, now- in practice in the various nations and
political systems of the world. These two linked together
would provide the basis for a large matrix of approaches to
policy analysis, comprehensively. The consequences and
application possibilities are large and varied; they are
also indicated, briefly, in the paper.

Policy Analysis, Public and Research

Policy may be understood as a course of action opted
upon (decided upon) by a collectivity.[7] It derives from
the Greek root 'Polis', meaning a city, or gathering. Note
that similar words in Dravidian languages mean the same
things Palli, Halli, etc., ::ieaning a gathering, a school, or
an Urb. The words police, politics, polite, tic, are



similarly derived from the same root. Thus policy cannot be
an individual or exclusive decision, by definition and
roots. The term/phrase 'autocratic-policy' thus, would be an
oxymoron; it would signify an absence of policy. Policy, is
an evolutionary item,and its measure is a dynamic, possibly,
more a modulus than a calculus; it would represent the
strength of the collectivity, its interests, its pluralism,
dialectics/eclectics, and the extent and pattern of
consensus/dissensus in evolution. Hence, the forms of
rationality and legality, may be pursued as derived from the
consensus/dissensus idioms and processes.[8]

Analysis as used here would signify more than its
orthodox meaning of a mere breakdown of the whole into
smaller items and components. Policy analysis is used in a
rather enveloping manner, to mean the study of policy. It
would include analysis, and synthesis, as well as modes of
comparison, evaluation, judgement, corrective feedback,
projections, and all other techniques and methodologies used
in modern investigations.[9]

The term Public in regard to policy, usually, refers to
the government and the 'state' in a constitutional sense.
Article 226 of the Constitution of India affords the same
definition by opening up the decisions/policies made by the
administration of the state (or a part thereof) to judicial
review, in order to provide remedies for the citizen,
through writs.[10]

However, in the scholastic tradition of public
administration and policy analysis, the term public is
synonymous with the Government or the state, only to a
limited extent. The intellectual tradition regards
government more as an instrument of the public, than as the
public itself.[11] In other words, all governments, and
arms of the state, are created by the public, are useful and
have a reason to exist only so-long-as, and in-so-far-as
they continue to serve the public. This idiom derives from
the post-Rousseauvian developments in political thinking
throughout the world; [12] It is vastly different "from the
early French doctrine of Eminent Domain, which allowed the
primacy of existence to the state (nation-state).[13] All
other items took a secondary importance, in comparison, and
were thought to subserve the state as the establishment;
hence, the modern idiom of "establishmentariaaism", though
the term is used, often, in the pejorative.

We may note, also, the fact that the subject of policy
analysis is concerned mostly with the impact on the public.
It has rarely dealt with the internal organisation of
government establishments, and the rules governing the same,
except when sweeping changes in them would have a
significant public impact. [14] Therefore, a distinction may



be made between what is often termed "house policy" or
"establishment policy" and what we may want to study as
public policy.[15] This is an important distinction as many
eminent people of the "management" orientation of the
business schools do exhibit a tendency to confuse the two.
They often use the word policy, to mean guidelines for
administrative decisions, regardless of the origins and
evolution of the same.

Research Approaches in the Intellectual Traditions

Various analytical modes and approaches are used in
policy analysis. Broadly, these may assume the same nodal
values as found respectively, in scientific inquiry, social
science inquiry, and humanistic/artistic inquiry. Under
each of these items/modes the kinds of interpretation given
to truth, rationale, rationality, modulation of rationality,
etc., give rise to policy interests and hues.

Parsons articulated a broad distinction among the
scientific, social science, and humanistic modes of inquiry,
thusly.[16] According to Parsons, science professed to be
YJSLLUJS. neutral (focused on the discovery of truth and facts)
without attributes as to the utility of the discovery
itself; thus nuclear fission or fusion is a value neutral
discovery of science, though the radio-active fall out of a
nuclear explosion may be abhorrent. Thus, the ends of
scientific inquiry lay in discovering the truth and/or, in
refining an existing perception of truth.[17]

The social-sciences, on the other hand, are based on
discovering universalisms. A social fact is itself defined
to be one prevalent in a universe or context, and is
identifiable with reference to the same.[18] Thus, the
focus of inquiry in social science is that which is of value
in regard to a social universe. Even a non-material value
such as an opinion or trait shared by a large universe
makes the same an identifiable and materialistic social
fact. Thus, the object of a social science inquiry would be
of universal value, and would be significant with reference
to that universe.

Both modes of inquiry described above try to rieep up
the edifice of objective head count. In other words, the
findings and inquiry techniques are fashioned in order to
standardize the observation in regard to a datum level and
numerical/objective scaling and measurement.

Humanistic studies follow a very different approach.
They empathize with the object of study completely.
Simultaneously, they define the observer position,(locus),
as well as attitudes, rational, emotional and/or esthetic,
and then take o detached view of the object. [19] Thus, in



a study of a singular artistic-humanistic artifact the
inquiry would be subjective and objective simultaneously.
The two are balanced and defined explicitly in order to
convey the rationale' of both process modes.[20] In broader
studies involving more than one artifact comparative
analytical methods are used, which allow the evolution of
scaling, measurement in relativism, assessment, and the
like. However, the value of inquiry in the humanistic
studies remains unique, pertinent and specific to the object
and conditions of study.[21]

One may summarize this to the effect, that, inquiry in
the natural/physical/mathematical sciences deal with
natural/physical phenomena as the objects of analysis, while
the social sciences focus their interests on social facts,
currents patterns and processes. In the humanities the
object of inquiry is the artifact, and the motifs with which
the artifact is embellished; the processes and patterns here
relate to the humanistic and artistic modes and processes by
which the artifacts are formed, adapted to, and/or
transformed.

Parsons postulated these in a crystallized form when he
offered that scientific inquiry is value neutral, social
science is value universal, while humanistic inquiry is
value unique. Each of these modes, in turn, has contributed
to research and policy analysis.[22]

Policy as a researchable iten

One might ponder as to where, how, and when, in policy
analysis, the above modes of inquiry may be used with
benefit. Again, one might contemplate treating policy in the
three different frameworks as the object of inquiry. Would
policy then be considered a phenomenon, a social fact or
current, brought on by the social processes and patterns?
Or, would a policy qualify for treatment as an artifactual
outcome of a humanistic effort?

No exclusive answer may be available to these
questions. A Policy may qualify for consideration under all
three metaphors, with varying emphases, depending on the
context, circumstances, the objectives of the inquiry as
well as the attitudes of the analysts.



The following table would illustrate, briefly, the
paradigm and some of its consequential implications.

complex

Mode
of
Inquiry

Value
sought

Object of
inquiry/
treatment of
policy meta-
phor

Logical
processes

Public conse-
quence

Science Neutral Phenomenon Phenomenological/ Rationality/
i.e. no Policy is
value treated as
is a pheno-
sought menon as an
other occurrance
than due to a
truth process.

Experimental and
empirical

objectivity
efficiency etc.
Technicality.
All this iden-
tified within- a
space/time
framework, but
not necessarily
limited to that,

Social Univer-
Scien- sal
ces The uni-

verse
may be
a con-
tained
one
within
which
the value
may hold
good.

Humani-
ties Unique

as app-
llied
or
found
in a
speci-
fic si-
tuation
& thusly,
of spe-
cial
signi-
ficance .

Social
facts/
currents
processes/
patterns/
Evolution

Artifact/
motifs; the
humanistic
formation,
as an out-
put of hu-
man crea-
tive or
innovative
efforts.

Social phenome-
nology empirical
positivism, stru-
ctural functiona-
lism. Teleological
development and
dialectics/
eclectics.

Artistic expre-
ssion, evolution,
and humanistic
morphology, in
the context of
a specific cul-
ture or even a
cross cultural
interface, un-
der conditions
of specific
ecological in-
terrelation-
ships.

Social accep-
tance/ Felt
need identifi-
cation satis-
faction/ Social
cohesion pro-
gress/ Predomi-
nantly prevalent
and applicable
to a space/time
framework. Some
trancendental.

Aesthetic inte-
rests and pur-
suit of quality
of life. Human
Development.
Specifically
limited to and
contained in a
historical
space/time
capsule. Any
transcendence
would be an
anachronism.



To begin with one may articulate the perceptions
and dialectics of the following : (1) Social Relevance Vs.
Personal relevance, (2) Meaningfulness Vs. Relevance, (3)
Value and significance (such as "of utility'* Vs. "of
pertinence appropriateness/propriety") material vis-a-vis
cognitive, (4) Rationality Vs. Ethics (not as clear cut as
many would claim; rationality of ethics and ethics of
rationality are confronted commonly).[23]

One may pursue these further in the form of test
questions of acceptance Vs. choice; Sample test questions
may run thusly;

(a) Is the candidate policy relevant, socially, personally?
at what scales of aggregation? and to whom? how? when?
and the like.

(b) Is the candidate policy meaningful to a sensitive range
of clientele? How? etc. Is there a divergence/conver-
gence between the meaningfulness and relevance?

(c) How are the values, significant? How are they disposed/
measured, etc.? Values of utility, pertinence,
propriety; material/materialistic and cognitive
assessments of the same, would be germane here.

There might be a widespread tendency, often witnessed,
to answer these test questions by the "state of the mind"
and the "state of the art" in the bureaucracy. Obviously,
while some effort may be acceptable in terms of an apriori
set of goals, most can be answered only after exploring the
a fortiori and contingency conditions.[24] In other words,
they need an "application of the mind" in the context of
competing alternatives and consequences.

For example, how would a bureaucrat or executive
answer these test questions, typically? Would he do so from
the "state of the mind"?, or, cite an irrelevant/ritual
value, such as, the Gita or Hitopadesa; or, would he/she
seek an answer through an application of the mind?[25]

The law, however, requires an "application of the mind".
Would one, as a policy analyst accept-an available ready
(though rational) "state of the mind" answer? Or, should one
ask for and develop a perspective of alternate rationale's
to choose from? This kind of speculation may be the
beginning of policy research.

What would research be in regard to the above test
questions, related to policy? Kow would one begin to
proceed? How would one articulate an approach? As a
discussant one may engage in the articulation of a



personal (disciplinary) approach to the problem/question,
and expand the horizon to accommodate a variety of interests
and ramifications.

A variety of Paradigms

We may examine a few established patterns; Attached is a
tabulation of El Hussein's assemblage of the various
paradigms of policy analysis. An effort is made here to
develop a matrix in order to figure how the above
values/test questions are approachable under each typical
paradigm.

These paradigms are not mutually exclusive. Many of them
can be grouped together, such as, the approaches dealing
with local government planning and administration. I have
attempted one such grouping of dimensions and modes in order
to evolve this matrix. The reader may have to bear with my
formulation here, as it is quite a complex matrix for
reading and comprehension. However, there is no easier way
available to demonstrate the interactions of such a large
variety of well established thought processes. Many of
these have been established as independent schools of
thought and in working academies, where public
administrators, policy analysts, urban planners, and
political economists have been educated, in different
regions of the world.

The matrix seeks to combine subject orientations in
policy studies, with the evolution of typical ends and means
rationale in various empirical contexts. The subject
orientations are delineated in four groups, (1) Vocational
trend positions and approaches, (2) Approach trend
positions, (3) Functional interest clusters, and (4)
Systemic rationalizations and techniques. These terms
follow closely, the kind abstracted and described by El.
Hussein.[26] These four groups and positions at large
establish the major theoretical trends, described in greater
detail in the stub column.

I have sought to match these stub categories, with the
ends and means items of rationale' which may be developed
typically in contextual conditions. Thus, the middle ground
of testing the theoretical items through application in the
contexts may be evolved. The means rationale' of the
objective (materialistic) conditions is broken down into
items of (A) social relevance, (B) meaningful^ess, (C) sig-
nificance and utility, (D) rationality modes and bounds,
(E) Ethical resolution, (F) space/time parameters, and (G)
sensitivity to client populations.



It may be noted that, in recent times, these objective
dimensions of (A) through (G), have also given rise to
criteria and techniques of evaluation, in regard to public
policies, plans and programmes. While this may be a result
of the growing recognition of middle range and middle
ground, structural functionalism, and the influence of
social sciences and humanistic analysis on public affairs,
it may be noted here, that these dimensions and criteria are
not acceptable in the same manner to the corporate
managerial orientations; the corporatist orientations
emphasize the maximization of profit, the raising of
productivity, the efficient use of resources, and the
expansion of the market, as the main dimensions, even if
they may resort to similar or, the same techniques of
empirical analysis.

At the risk of repetition, this distinction ougfit to be
borne in mind while approaching policy studies in the public
realm. In addition, the reader may have to go through the
matrix rather carefully and dwell over the phrases under
each column and in each row. Often, one may have to look up
the basic references cited in the matrix in order to
comprehend the subject ajid context modes reasonably.

The naking of a researchable item

Next we come to assess or choose something as a
researchable item. Simply, what would that be? If one can
raise a question or issue about something it would become a
researchable item. Policy is made in the collective realm
by definition (of 'Pol.' 'polis' etc.). Therefore issues are
always nascent in a policy context. Thus, questions get
raised about any policy item, however trivial it may be.

Why is something a researchable item? A general answer
can be given to the effect, "because you can find something*
more** about it than what is already known***". More
particularly you may have to start defining the words of
this answer step by step****.

"find something" =

more

*** "already known*

such as what, how, when, with what
resources, etc.?

what is "more"? quantity, quality,
information level of data,
precision, other?

how well known? to whom? how is it
available? is it ready to be made
use of? what form/quality?



SUBJECT ORIENTATION ENDS ORIENTATION t
RATIONALE

MEANS ORIENTATION AND RATIONALE'

C £ E

SOCIAL RELEVANCE CULTURAL HEANIN6FULNESS VALUE SIGNIFICANCE/ RATIONALITY ETHICS SPACE/TIttE SENSITIVITY TO
UTILITY PARAMETERS CLIENT POPULATIONS

" d e v e l o p t e n t under t h i r d world c o n -
ditionf" in the third world coun-
tries, and in the first and second
world regions, as well comparative
peradigtsj Transfer of technology,
expertise, donor-donee interactions
and the like.(51

Horohogenesis (trans-
formations) as the
•am itet of the ends
snd seans in the de-
veloptent process.

Social relevance as
perceived in develop-
tent itEts towards a
development telos, RB-
levant value anchored
inthe particular stage

of transportation.

Structural functional Value of historical Eclectic Transfer of Perspectives,
idiot of teaningfulness. tra&sfor*aticn; Long evolution, techniques, eras. epochs
Meaningful ness, thus, tert interests and conflicts Ir resources. fc of developient
tay be aeasured io the contributions to fu- integration the like. continuuts.Long
process systets as well ture generations, paradigss. Ethics of tert short tert
as output itets of achi- flow and balancing.

evetent. sharing.

Conflicts between
structural transfor-
mation detands and
i Mediately felt
needs. Schizophrenic
orientation to evo-

lution and sensiti-
vity.

A cotprehension of policy analvsis
to be achieved through the "integra-
tion of Sociology and other Social
Sciences* after Jates Coletan.fifr

Applied social scien- Social relevance
ces paradigi.

tensions of the social
sciences. All or each

•ay Cultural teaningfulness Significance is va-
be perceived as vary- perceived as the fulfil- riable as tied to a
ing aeong several di- tent of a social science specific ourpose; fc

ditension, leaning that Mould vary with the
culture is treated as dimensions of pri-

ditensiDnls) trying to one of the factors. Not ority.
establish a universa- as a hutanistic phenote-
l i s t of relevance. non of unique i te is .

Universal!- Ethics are Tite specifi-
sts 3vera- conditional citv is consi-
ges. norts to priorities dered a tetpo-
and devia- studied ra- rary condition
tioos des- ther than in a systet of
en be the those expe- universal
rational rienced in values,
idiot and the context,
value.

Each social science
ditensi on etphasizes
the rationalization
c<f an aspect of
l i fe 's functions.
Thus sensitivity
would be apt to the-
orizable client fun-
ctions.

New ways of approaching urban policy
such asf "sco-friendly11, "ghetto
friendly", etc. Policy analysis in
regard to "styles of working in
governtent that f it one of the ver-
sions..." responsive local governtent
as a todel or special functional
district, or public local enterprise,
etc.17)

He* structural hypo-
theses and tethodo-
logyf dealing with
eterging. structural
conditions and per-
ceptions.

Thorough planning and
itpletentation teasu-
res appropriate to
felt need constructs
and innovations.

"Felt MB^a as the cri-
terion of . the local
culture. Hence- the
teaningful priorities.

Utility in the grass
roots. Anchored fun-
ctions/outputs of
the sub-culture.

Litited,
parochial,
ethnic, &
stall tra-
diticn to-
des of rea-
soning and
adaptivity.

Folk ethics,
give & take
of contex-
rationale' &

Space bound to
lGcal region, &
short ters felt
needs, fiav be

distribution, considered in a
long tert pers-
pective without
loosing right

of current prio-
rities.

Mode of taxitization
is the preferred one
in satisfying client
needs and interests.
Itaediacy sets the
priorities and-plans,
Need not be populis-
t ic but need be wel-

fare oriented.

) After Lindblot's critique of rational
todel s, the tovetent towards recog-
nizing the eipirical processes of
fortulation of policy and studying
stakeholder interests in todification
and adaptation. (8)

Stake-holder inte-
rests and the pro-
cesses of policy;
non-rational, incre-
tental, tuddling
through.

Incremental]si, fudd-
ling through It stake-
holder interests skew
the processes ofsocial
relevance. As such
one tay view the stake
holder interests as
explicit "taps of the
iceberg" of relevance.

Meaningful ness i s per-
ceived and expressed
through the political
vocalist of the stake-
holders.

Values alternate be-
tween these of ulti-
tate beneficiaries
and the latent bene-
ficiaries.

Rationality
i s that of
logical po-
sitivism
of the ex-
pressed and
ratified
kind.

Ethics are
conditional
to the divi-
de between
stakeholders
and ultitate
beneficiaries
Distributive
patterns and
norts tav be
in conflict
in a conti-
nuut.

Parateters chan-
ge with place
and t i te , to
suit context of
dotain and doti-
nance of stakes.

Indirect sensitivity.
Transference «ay take
place periodically &
regularly, or errati-
cally, chiiiastically
depending on the ex-
tent of social deve-
lop tent. Sensitivity
achieved only through
social equalizers.

5) Riggs, Fred M. Adtinistrati on in Developing Countries i The Theory pj_ Praqtatic Society, Houghton-Hifflin, Boston, Mass. 1964.
6) Faludi. Andreas, Essays on Planning Education, Pergason Press, Oxford, U.K. 1978, pp. 10H34,
7} Heinetan. Robert e t . a h . The itorld of the Policy Analyst; Rationality, Values t Politics, Cbathaa Pub. House. Chathat, NJ. 1990.
8) Lindblo*, Charles E, The Policy Baking Process, Prentice-Hali, Englewood-Cliffs. NJ- 1980 and,

"The Science of Jiuddling-Through*, in Faludi.A, EEdJ A Reader in Planning Theory, Pergaton Press, Oxford, O.K. 1973, pp. 151-170.



SUBJECT ORIENTATION

c) Anti-planning (regisentation)
and anti-management (manipu-
lation) orientation

d) Risk aversion.(10)

>) A streai "rooted in statistics and
economics "prefers to use tools to
bring "unifori systeAS of valuation
to public policy", and to use eco-
notic analysis as a "leta-discioli-
nary language".€115

ENDS ORIENTATION fc
RATIONALE

MEANS ORIENTATION AND RATIONALE'

C D

SOCIAL RELEVANCE CULTURAL KEKNINGF'JLNESS VALUE SIGNIFICANCE/ RATIONALITY ETHICS SPACE/TIWE SENSITIVITY TO
UTILITY PARAMETERS CLIENT POPULATIONS

Systei techniques i i - Social relevance is Meaningful1ness is de- Utility perceived Rationality Citizen op- Space/time and Sensitivity and pro-
pinging on
nalization
rialistic
in order to
with the
liSiS.

the ratiD-
of mate-

conditions
reconcile
universe-

established
quantification

through
of in-

fluences. investment,
benefit:, and trade

rived in monetary ter-
ms objectively. May
include takes s'jfescri-
chcnE end UnoLtic
E::=icv,

in cost effective-
ness to the
craeee.to the
;,."••:•• - £ f i3

tressury, at 3

pro-

con-

the
laroE,

bounded by

the values

of classes

which pay

zn& the

classes

"rffticb bene-

fit.

tions ire
rationali-
zed close-
st to ths
fr^e sir-
ket terss.
Citiien in
the f i n .
Peretc Dp-
.ti»al or

programme

ries well

fev the i-j.

either as

bounda-

defined

it flC«

: COStS

or as benefits-

ject

cend

and
DffS
bis
to

success

en sain

spin-offs

bevend

l i i i ts

•ay de-
benefits
. Spin-
rsssona-

Cen l=ad

perversion of

10) Dvef Thoaas R. Understanding Public Policy, Prentice-Hall, EnqifiMBs-Chffs. N.J. 1972. e£5Bz.allv Chspters 11.tc 13.

U ) See Reagan, Michael D [Ed.3 The Adiinistration of Public Pciicv. Scctt, ForEEisD k Co., GlennvieH, H i . i969f especially articles on "Adainistrati on by Quantification", by Charles L. Schultze,
Elizabeth B.Dren, Aaron Wildaiiskyf Henry S.Roaen. and Bertra* «*Gross.



MATRIX OF POLICY ANALYSIS PARADIBHS AND ENDS-MEANS RATIONALE BASED ON EL HUSSEIN'S COMPILATION L SEE N O R £263

SUBJECT ORIENTATION ENDS ORIENTATION
RATIONALE

MEANS ORIENTATION AND RATIONALE'

SOCIAL RELEVANCE
UTILITY

CULTURAL HEANINEFULHESS VALUE SI6SIFJCANCE/ RATIONALITY

E

ETHICS SPACE/TIME
PARAMETERS

SENSITIVITY TO
CLIENT POPULATIONS

I. VOCATIONAL (PROFESSIONAL TREND/
POSITIONS

5) Lsswell'sU) vocational paradigm,
"policy orientation cutting across
the existing specializations". Spe-
cial focus on the policy process
snd intelligence needs of foriiog
policy. Normative, theoretic orien-
tation sought value free techniques.

b) Dror'sO) idiot that the Social
Science disciplines are too "narror-
gauged" and specialized in percep-
tion of the total problei.

Governmental service by a 'policy
analyst" grounded in acadesic bases
Df a "policy science".

Old social science pursuits will
have the new role of laking inforaa-
tion available for better analysis
and foriation of policies.(3)

II APPROACH TREND POSITIONS

a) "...as a leans to belp in shaping...
the new interventionist role of the
welfare state"(4)

The "big government" post Net* Deal
had tade this a necessity, by May of
"demand/supply of policy data, inte-
lligence and analysis".

Process of policy and
Intelligence needs.

Process-ieans as a re-
levant itet of social
progress, techniques,
and evolution.

Meaningful ness achieved Symbolisms and uti-
through forts and ex- lity/functional out-
tent of participation, put of a process.

Poliry studies as a Social relevance of
new discipline based the policy studies
on the integrative I *ould be established
Mholistic id-ioms. by the concepts and

evolution of "social
theory", and grounded
rationalization of ea-

Meaningfulness percei-
ved and decided upon
by cultural norms, and
adaptive sodes, Df the
universe of policy app-
lication.

ch epoch/era,
perspective.

tiae-

Interventiooist idi-
ois. Mel fare state/
concerns of big gov-
ernment & public ser-
vice models; para-
l le l s with Laswell's
paradigm in I fa).

"Big Government" con-
cepts have been all
enveloping, to the ex-
treme of subsuming
social interest to con-
stitutional and govern-
ment (state) interest.
Hence the justifica-
tion of the establish-
ment- Relevance per-
ceived through consti-
tutional participation.

Eminent Domain is a ma-
jor cultural force. So-
metimes Efforts are
made to define this ex-
plicitly or implicitly
as "mainstream" culture
of the nation (state).

Mhoiistic and indi-
viduated by the pur-
suits of a combina-
tion of and singular
disciplined, respec-
tively.

Consensus/
dissensus
idioms in
the pro-
cess.

Brounded
rationality
as evolved
in "middle
range" the-
ory a test-
ing in so-
sical app-
lications.

Distribution
and hierar-
chy conver-
gence patte-
rns of the
process.

Ethical fra-
mework moved
togovernment
as a service
producing
organization.
Establishment
values would
be variable.

Ease of transference
of cultural "mainst-
ream" values/symbols
into public interest
itets.

Rationality
in the fra-
mework of
intervention
concepts.
Non-determi-
nistic view
of history.
Dialectics
of action &
response ra-
tionales.

"Politeness"
in decision
making. Pu-
blic and ad-
ministrative
ethics and
more'5f and
moral forms.
Concepts of

Place and histo-
ricity. Seogra-
pbic scales of
spread.

Current theori-
es focus on de-
velopment and
under-development
prototypes, and
characteristics.
These may yield
eventually to
concepts of con-
tinuances in
evolutions.

Intervention as
a timely input.
Chronic frame-
works and policy
assessment. Cri-
tical ness of po-
licy, design,
policy stretch 3t
anachronisms.

Eligible population
Vs.actual recipients
of benefits or par-
ticipants.

Currency Df theore-
tical pursuits, as
established by re-
search on implemen-
tation and response
patterns.

Induction of inter-
vention and sensi-
t ivit ies of the pro-
cess of intervention.
Viability/feasibility
need parameters.

(1) Laswell. H.D. * D. Lerner CEd.l The Policy Sciences, Stanford Univ. Press, Palo Alto, 1951.
(2) Dror, Yezekiel, "From Management Sciences to Policy Sciences" in C. Poilitt, et.al. [Eds.3, Public Policy in Theory, * Practice L A Reader. Hodder fc Stoughton/Qcen Univ. Press, London, U.K.

"Administrative Culture Desiderata", in Indian Journal of Public Administration. Vol.mVI, No.3, July/Sept. 1990, pp. 374-383.
13) Davis, Dwight F, "Do you-want a Performance Audit or a Program Evaluation?", in Public Administration Review, Vol.50. No.1, January/February 1990, pp.35-41.
14) Reagan, Michael D [EdJ The Administration of Public Pol icy , Scott , Foresman i Co.. Blennview. 111. 1969.
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SUBJECT ORIENTATION ENDS ORIENTATION fc
RATIONALE

HEANS ORIENTATION AND RATIONALE'

C D E

SOCIAL RELEVANCE CULTURAL I1EANIN6FULHESS VALUE SIGNIFICANCE/ RATIONALITY
UTILITY

ETHICS SPACE/TIKE
PARAMETERS

SENSITIVITY TO
CLIENT POPULATIONS

As a continuation of positivisi in
the social sciences. Thus, an idee-
locical context "biased towards
supporting the basic features of the
industrial society". Therefore, does
not raise radical questions about
the basic features of the social
structure. Considers only ways of
dealing Kith close alignment to
existing practices.

Policy as the lead-
rationsle in posi-
t iv i ss . Quasi-te-
leolDoical assujsp-
tions/idiots of so-
cial progress.

A sore acute corollarv
of the above, idio/e of
Lindblos's. tins one
opines that social re-
levance is also an
"establishient" i te»E
decided by the "telos"
of the industrial
society.

Cultural lead is assig-
ned to DOIICV as the

dominant rationale' of
the lainstreaa. Other
for§s of seaningfulness
would be achieved thro-
ugh acceptable aodifi-
cations and spin-offs.

Utility IE anchored
in innovation. Ada-
otive lodes increase
individual autonoay
progressively froi
the collective todes
of the tainstreaat.

Rationality
is anchored
in collec-
tive policy.
Buasi-teleo-
looical 25-
suaotions
hold good
in regard
to social

Ethics place
riei^nd hsa-
vilv on pu-
blic accoun-
tability wh-
ere even ap-
parently pe-
ri oher al li-
ens sav be
assessed in
•ainstreaa
liftelioht.

Established fcv
close assignaent
or COM an sen to
existing and ia-
Mdiitely future
ltEftS.

High sensitivity to
conforaist clientele,
possibly tiddlecusr
zhi sainstreaa. Low
sensitivity to on-
lookers, and bystan-
ders. Hyper sensitive
to power stakeholders
who can invert the
aainstreaa oyraaid bv
bringing in periphe-
ral iteas into iain-
streai fraaewor*.

Ill FUNCTIONAL INTEREST CLUSTERS
(UTILITARIAN CONVERGENCES)

i) Policy studies in rsgarrf to specific
plans, prograaaes, and development
projects, e.g. British experiences
in local govt.ff)

V SYSTEHIC RATIONALI2ATIONS/TECHNIBUES

The operational plan/ Operational plans and
aanageriai-Strategic- strategies seEk to es-
structural plans tablish social rele-
idioa. Project ori- vance through special
entation and Ad hoc public iovolveient co*-
systeas. ponents, feedback ses-

sions, hearings, and
the like. These invol-
ve parallel processes
to the project plans,
which would increase
the substancE of soci-
al relevance, through
"on-line" planning.

Cultural reference here
Mould lay efiphasis on
local area, participa-
tion of citizens, inno-
vation bv beneficiaries
end the poly chronic
fraaeworks within which
these operate.

Utility i s aaxiai-
zed in each project
and plan. Thus per-
ception, evaluation
and participation
aay becoie selec-
tive and ad hoc to
-each project frase-
xcrk, and less com-
prehensive.

Rationality
would be
bounded to
specific ad.
hoc proqra-
fiies. Long
ter» heuris-
t i c , and be-
havioural
response say
establish
the ^dera-
ting influ-
ences.

Citizen op-
tions Mould
be liaited
in these con-
texts. Thus,
ethics are
onlv as deve-
loped in Cose
studies. Coa-
paretive fra-
sewcrks iav
help develop
overall con-
cepts.

Space/tiie para-
aeters would be
well defined.
Boundaries will
get defined by
each project'5
application, res-
ponse and tifiina.

Project's success de-
pends solely on c l i -
ent orientation. How-
ever, tiae-lags bet-
ween project laple-
ientotion and client
satisfaction or de-
veiopaent tay pose
interesting srobis-as
of study.

i> tour coMon problems in policy ia- Methodological con- Social relevance i s Hearting fulness derived Values perceived as A fortisry fc Conditional 6ood long and Approach aethodolo-
king and techniques deriving out of
the saae

a) Technical reductionist,
b) Focus on the production side of

the knowledge "production-
utilization-svstei"

cerns of the process
anchored in aiddle-
range theories.

established better in
the aiddle range app-
roaches as there is a
consistent feedback
froi the eipirical gr-
ound to the theoreti-
cal effort.

froa the
interests
society.

balancing of
in the open

synthesized in con-
flicts and adver-
sity. Point counter
point debates.

other alter- ethics;
nate percep- aorality is
tions provi- an evoking
de the shar- social
pening of value,
rationality.

short tera coor-
dination would
be available in
these contexts.

gies deal with cons-
tant iaproveaent of
sensitivity to client
population.

?) Lichfield, Kettle t Mbithread, Evaluation in the Planning Process, Pargason Press, Oxford, U.K. 3975, Especially Chapters 7 to 11 dealing with regional and local Bovernaent case studies in planning
evaluation: see also. Faludi. A, Essays on Planning Theory & Education, Pergaion Press, Oxford, U.K. 1978, Part II dealing with "The East Oxford Case Study", pp. 41-100.



**** the relativism = What is the value added by this
of "more than relativism or perceived differen-
what is already tial? what is the payoff in
known" obtaining this? at what cost?

benefits to whom? how? etc. and
when?

Identification of a researchable item

This identification is a question of methodology; by
that, I do not mean that there is such a thing (as
methodology) all-ready-to-roll, such as, in a canned
programme. Far from it, one has to ponder about it and
formulate the framework.

Such an effort would depend on the goal parameters
(subjective), materialistic (objective) conditions, and
whether the empirical viability of the data linkages can be
established between successive events in regard to data on
the researchable items.[27]

Other considerations of value in identifying
researchable items are meaningfulness, relevance, and the
quest for truth broadly. Reduced and applied to this
context of public policy, the quest for truth could be
interpreted as the search for materialistic facts, within
the context. Meaningfulness can be both individual and
societal. In both senses meaningfulness represents a
humanistic orientation, related, to historical, artistic,
aesthetic and other formative aspirations and projections.
On the other hand relevance is understood to be
predominantly sociological and demographic and is less
concerned with reciprocities and cultural quests.

Thus, utopianism or 'a semblance of it would fall under
meaningfulness rather than relevance, as it deals with
cultural lag of lead and longings.[28] There will be less
of social materialistic factualism or currency involved in
this, unless one is dealing with precipitate social" results
of utopianism in the particular context. To a large extent
relevance would be decided by the relative demographic
strength of an item or issue. The criterion measure of
relevance could be in the form of a head count, subscription
or impact.

As an example dating among teenagers of opposite sexes
is a socially institutionalized item in the North American
societies. It may be meaningful to most people of those age
groups, but may not be meaningful to some. Still, the
cohorts indulge in it as a socially relevant item and not
necessarily as a personally or socially meaningful item.
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Similarly, in India dating among teenagers is a
socially non-relevant item. It is neither a social fact at
large, nor is it relevant by subscription or impact.
However, among the teenage groups some may find it,
personally, meaningful. In some small urban/suburban
communities, and collegiate campuses it may be even socially
relevant; that is, relevant enough to generate or demand
teenage ice cream and coffee parlours, other meeting points/
forums, and the like.

Such examples are many and should help distinguish
between meaningfulness and relevance in the identification
of research items.[29]

Researchability as a system state/condition

An Indian student of nutrition in Ohio, wrote a doctoral
dissertation on the subject of chapathi making. This was
in the late 'sixties when Indians in the U.S. were all
'gung ho' on developing India, its productivity etc. And,
their priorities coloured their vision to the point of
ridiculing chapathi making, as a low-grade-item.

On the other hand one could think of chapathi-making as
a much larger systemic problem. For example, it could raise
questions of mass-nutrition if chapathi's were to be made in
factories/bakeries and distributed regionwide. Questions of
policy, then, would have a regulatory significance, and
national import.

Space, Time Criteria

This question as to when and where an item is
researchable is addressed to identify space/time parameters
of the researchability of an item. In fact, one might say
researchability itself is determined by space/time
parameters.[30] Phenomenologists would agree. Others may
have reservations. However, in order to satisfy others we
may cite the following. In policy studies, policy as a
process of formulation, implementation, adaptation
(response), and evaluation (feedback) occur in place
specific values, within certain time segments.[31] Thus,
it may be advantageous to study the differential responses
to a policy in a heterogeneous community, where the
implementation mechanism is organized, systematic and
responsive. On the other hand in a homogeneous community
the same policies may provide little feedback* on response
differentials. More fruitful efforts may be placed on
formulation efforts in such a community. Such examples, are
many and varied. Suffice it to say that the research
question/problem ought t<"̂  be defined by the context of
application.



Enhancing the system state

The system state is a 'black box' approach to problem
definition and resolution, by increments.[32] One may
recall the nu-rsery verses about the "house that Jack Built".
The verses expand the perception of the child reader, from
the identification and location of the house through the
series of activities which happened in/around the house,
gradually expanding the perception to the neighbourhood.

In the example, the 'house that Jack Built' is merely a
material edifice. However, through progressive
stages/phrases materialistic, systemic, and sociological
linkages are introduced such as, the 'rat that ate the
malt','the dog that mauled the cat', 'the boy who owned the
dog', his parents and the rest of the neighbourhood.

Similar expansion can be made in regard to the chapathi
making process by tracing the quality of the inputs,the
system which supplies the same, the regulations which assure
the quality, and the like. Thus, an insignificant item such
as a chapathi may have demands on the material policy on
agriculture, education, financing of small business and
several other items of import, in regard to public policy.

The sensitivity with which a researcher/policy analyst
may perceive these, the deftness and conceptual/clarity, and
methodological rigour with which he/she may enhance the
system state are what create interesting problem definitions
and researchable items.[33]

Recent times have witnessed various typical trends in
policy analysis modes which indulge in system-enhancement to
achieve researchability, and a higher degree of
rationalization. One of these deals with impact chains and
their analysis. These studies pursue consequential
rationale' of a policy/plan or programme in order to
evaluate the programme.[34] Conventionally, these have been
pursued after a policy is implemented. However, in the
recent decades we have witnessed studies of probable impact
chains/scenarios even before a policy/plan is
formulated.[35] Frequently, a range of viable/feasible
alternatives are simulated as to their impact and a
'feedback' is obtained in order to correct the formulation.
This process is sometimes called "feed forward", as a
lesson/criterion developed today is fed into a future, date
of the process of the policy.

In India, feed forward research is carried on only in
some defence planning, simulation and gaining exercises. The
usual bureaucracy in India does not understand 'feed
forward' research, presently.



Other modes of research follow the policy formulation
stage. In the western democracies policy formulation is a
participative process; and the processes and norms are well
institutionalized.[36] As such, surveys, public-hearings,
experimental pilot projects are common items of the
formulation process. In India, these processes are
sporadic, and not so well institutionalized.[37]

Another item which complicates the identification and
researchability is the fact that such decisions are not made
by the interests of. the beneficiary or, affected (client)
population.[38] They are made by an elitist political or
bureaucratic influence. As a result,the little policy
research which takes place, happens without a popular
constituency, and is skewed to the interests of the elitist
decision making system.

These drawbacks often, make enhancing the system state
a skewed process of less than comprehensive rationale .

Summary

The subject of public administration faced the danger of
isolating itself periodically, because of the overwhelming
concerns of intra-organizational problems and issues; often
this is referred to as the "bureaucracy" in common language.
However, in the historical culture of the bureaucracy, some
movement or the other has arisen to challenge its tenets and
stupor, in order to demand a new response to social
challenges. Each such era, has given rise to a new facet of
innovations in public administration theory and practice.

The biggest challenges of the 20th Century were faced
during the decades of the depression, the World War II and
the rehabilitation, and the development (modernization) era
following the same. These were often referred to as the
challenges of modernization and development. The latter
half of this century, however, has posed problems and
challenges in addition to those of modernization. Many of
these arise out of developments in social formation and
ideology, regardless of the socio-economic conditions such
as, affluence, poverty, development and under development.

These problems which were thought to be confined
to different geographic regions, such as, nation-states, and
large subnational regions, have come to be recognized as no
longer so confined. They are recognized, now, as existing
in every society in some combination or the other.

Thus the problems of the new theses .would seem to be
focuGsed on researching the patterns of combination r-c lead
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and lag, affluence and pov rty, development and underdeve-
lopment, germane to policy processes and response mechanisms
in a given society, region or sub-stratum which may become a
policy application universe.

The several approaches and dimensional emphases of
policy studies discussed above, may provide a matrix for the
synthesis and formulation of specific study approaches to
given policy environments. Parsons typical delineation of
the emphasis in the intellectual traditions of scientific,
social science, and humanistic inquiry, may be cross matched
with El Hussein's grouping of the approach paradigms. One
would, then, perceive that the "vocational trend"
approaches, predominantly, do embrace the social science
approaches. The "approach trend" paradigms and the
"functional interest clusters" are more eclectic and drawn
all modes of intellectual traditions, while the fourth
grouping that is, the approach of "systemic rationalizations
and techniques" may emphasize more the methods of the
scientific tradition.

It is important to note that no exclusive cross-matching
of typical traditions and approach paradigms is suggested
here; nor, is it considered desirable. The traditions are
only modal in regard to their value emphasis, and so are the
paradigms in regard to process items they tend to study.



N O T E S

[1] It may be noted, here, that the conoisfi QaJtord Dictionary.
does not make a distinction between the words, 'management', and
'administration'. In a truly scholarly milieu, too, one may not find
any distinction practised between the two words.

However, some of the contemporay business management people in
India seem quite anxious to do some hairsplitting. In a rather self-
serving manner they would use management to mean a modern process of
decision making aimed at achieving efficacy and efficiency between
given resources and the desired outputs of an organization.

One may counter this by asking "what do you think the administra-
tors do?" The answer would be "more or less the same thing".

Another, aspect of an idiom stems from the usage of these words in
clinical medicine. The usage there is like, "management of the
illness or disease" as opposed to the "administration of a therapy or
routine of cure/medication", in a prescriptive, professional sense.
Here it is used to mean something like "containment" and
"manipulation".

Akin to this last idiom, "management" in India, seems to have
acquired a sense touching on the cynical and sinister, such as, in
"oh, he is only managing things", implying more a contrived routine of
manipulation, than any enlightened, or progressive planning. This
latter connotation is widely prevalent in the North Atlantic environ-
ment, also, where new movements in public affairs and administration,
are anti-managerial or anti-management, but not anti-planning.

Thus, the word 'management' is also used in the sense of
containing a problem condition. In this connotation as well as others
'management' is quick-footed, responding to short-term (immediate)
changes, and the like, whereas, 'administration' is, supposedly,
oriented to sustaining longer term, universal values, such as, parity,
consequences, and the like. So much for the hair-splitting, that
exists in our milieu, though I do not agree with these; connotations
and nuances should not be allowed to pervert the ordinal, normal,
meaning of words.

Public administration scholars use the term 'administration' in a
larger sense with societal concerns, and connote 'management' to mean
techniques and routines of efficiency within the bureaucracy,
sometimes, particularly, to indicate system sustaining
("morphostatic") procedures. For a view of this kind see, Bozeman,
Barry, Public Management and Policy Analysis, St.Martin's Press, New
York, N.Y. 1979 wherein he uses the term 'management' to indicate the
subject of routines within the bureaucracy, as opposed to those extra-
mural relations of the bureaux.

The Public Administration Review. Washington D.C., the Journal of
the American Society for Public Administration, also seems to
underscore this point of view, in its theme articles.



A slightly modified view of the above is perceived in the themes
of the Journal Management in Government, a journal of administrative
reforms, Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances,
Govt. of India, New Delhi. Here 'management* is used in a specialist/
analyst sense as opposed tc general and generic administration. This
usage is particularly applied to studies relating to input/output
relationships in public policy and operational environments. Thus,
more of the extra mural interactions of the bureaucracy are focussed
upon in this.

Among the business administration faculty, especially in India, it
seems fashionable to talk of "management" being the "in thing",
comprising the "latest" techniques of "efficiency" (read market
determined priorities of corporate perception) as opposed to "admini-
stration" being the tradition-bound laggard set of routines of control
and delegation. This is a self-serving and pejorative perception;
however, it remains and continues among the business school faculty.

More specifically, we may make the distinction of these themes and
approaches by their respective provenience, as between business school
corporatist idioms, and the public administration pluralistic idioms.
Business schools and the corporatist perceptions were dominated by
applied psychologists in regard to their study of organizations and
decision processes. Psychologists assume a culture as a given
(independent variable) and study behaviour/decision sequences as
dependent (criterion) variables. This is the approach which business
management themes and corporatist idioms follows.

On the other hand, applied anthropologists and social scientists
reverse the above assumptions. They assume behaviour as a given
human universalism (independent variable), and study culture as the
form output (criterion) variable in a given environment. Public
administration follows this theme and approach and pursues pluralist
idioms.

This is the essential and possibly the only intellectual,
thematic, distinction between the two approaches in methodology.
Other distinctions, often bandied around such as those mentioned
earlier seem rather peripheral and shallow in substance.

[2] For a good discussion of the concepts of legitimacy,
sovereignty, transitivity, autonomy, hierarchy, and their cybernatic
interactions, see, Deutsch, Karl, Ihg Nerves of Government. Models of
political communication & control, Free Press, New York, N.Y. 1969.
See also, Reagan, Michael D [Ed], lbs Administration of EjJ&liC Eolisx,
Scott, Foresman and Co., Palo Alto, California, and London, U.K.,
1969. Especially pp. 33-77 containing articles by Riggs, Weidner,
Peabady, Wilson, Warner gt^aL and Argyris.

[3] For a good discussion on Corporatism and Neo-Corporatism,
see, Scholten, LIja [ed.] Political Stability and Neo-Corppratism."
Sage Publications, London, (paperback) 1987.



In Chapter 5 of the book, Scholten adopts a definition of neo-
corporatism, which highlights the characteristics of the European
model (Dutch) in contrast with the pluralistic approaches to the
democratic processes elsewhere;

An integrated structure and interaction system in which
socio-economic public policy decisions are formed authorita-
tively by the substantive participation of a matrix of
oligopolistic and centralized employers' organizations and
trade unions. These organizations are mandated by the state
with respect to their internal and external responsibilities
and status, and integration into the overall system.

This is in contrast to the pluralistic democratic models of the
North Atlantic nations, and the British Commonwealth, including India.
In the pluralistic democracies, "oligopolistic and centralized
employers organizations and trade unions" are treated as citizens who
may lobby for or against certain issues with the governmental organi-
zation. Beyond that pluralistic democratic systems do not trust large
organizations, to intervene between the citizen and the state, in any
formal manner.

This would explain the corporatists' discomfort with the (near
anarchistic) attitudes of the pluralistic democracy in cutting down to
size the image and leverage of any oligopolistic or centralized autho-
ritarian organization, in public life.

The main ideological distinction between the business management
theorists and the public management (administration) theorists may
also be understood parallel to the above, as between the corporatist
and the pluralist idioms.

[4] In keeping with the above the term corporate policy deals,
basicallyy with "corporate ordering" and "would embrace societal,
economic, and political structures". Given that hypothesis about
'policy', all the efforts of administration would be focussed on
sustaining that integrated view. Scholten. Qp.Cit. p.132.

In our view of policy, we perceive it to be less regimented, less
integrational, and more an evolved item of the 'pol', the collective
public. Our items and issues of policy rarely pronounce any idioms
"ordering" the societal and political structures. We use the term
essentially as a logical instrument of intervention in a non-deter-
ministic view of the process and milieu. System sustaining is hardly
ever the aim of policies in a pluralistic model; on the contrary
policy aims often to create that mild disturbance in order to push
system transformation.

[5] Parsons articulated and emphasized the necessity of the
social scientist to work with testable hypotheses close to empirical
field conditions. In this view, models and theoretical concepts are
better developed if they can be 'le fined as bounded or anchored between



successive events, thus giving rise to comparative datum levels in
which a process may be measured. See Parsons, Talcott C,
Structure of S&£ial Action. Amerind Publishing Co., New Delhi, 1974.

[6] For some basic readings in this regard, see, Parsons, Talcott C
Ihfi Social Sysism, Ronteledge & Kegan Paul, London U.K. 1970; Deutsch,
Karl W. Politics & Government. how people decide their fate, Houghton-
Mifflin, Atlanta, Ga. 1974; Deutsch, Karl W., The ttexYSS o£
Government. Models of Political Communication and Control, Free Press
New York, N.Y. 1969; and Ellul, Jacques The Technological Society.
Jonathan Cape, London, U.K., 1965.

[7] There are many shades of qualification to this statement; the
reader may excuse the deliberately simplistic form. Other views would
emerge through the paper and in the readers' mind.

Andreas Faludi for example perceives that the collective is often
split into two modes of policy making, based on the atomistic and the
holistic perceptions of society. These may influence the policy
process in various ways. Notions of 'city-life', the public interest,
its 'individualistic' and 'unitary' conceptions, will influence the
process of policy-making and planning, naturally. These would give
rise to a variety of 'open-ended' and phased views of society, policy,
and its rationalizations in the middle range.
•

Sea Faludi, Andreas Planning Theory, Pergamon Press, Oxford, U.K.
1973, pp. 156-57 and 295; and Lindblom, Charles E. I M Policy Making

Prentice-Hall, Englewood-Cliffs, N.J. 1980, pp.11-39.

[8] Horowitz, Irving L. His Iin££ ik>rJLd£ of Development. A theory
and practice of Interntional stratification, 1968(7),
especially chapters on "Consensus and dissensus in social
development"; Hart, David K, "A partnership in virtue Among All
Citizens : The Public Service and Civic Humanism", in Eublic
Administration Review March/April 1989, Vol. 49, No.2. American
Society for Public Administration, Washington D.C. pp. 101-107; and
Harmon, Michael M, "Decision and Action as Contrasting Perspectives in
Organization Theory" in Public Administration Review. Qp.Cit.. espe-
cially pp. 148-149, section on 'social process and the recovery of the
'public' Good".

[9] Analysis of policy and administration may span a vast array
of dimensions which may be perceived in three broad groupings, public
design aspects, administrative processes and patterns, and the
response of the citizens vis-a-vis, their expectations. One set of
theorists looked at the same by breaking them down into the following
dimensions, (1) public, private and generic modes, (2) organizational
modes, (3) comparative/cross cultural modes, (4) people's interest and
interaction with governmental ^organizations, (5) quantitative
analytical modes, (6) Issues of centralization and decentralization,
(7) Advice, consent and contractual modes, (8) Group interests in
policy development, and (9) Responsible administration See Reagan,
M.".-hael D [Ed.] Xh£ Administration ol Ezuhlis Eolicy, 'Scott, Foresman



and Company, Glenview, 111. 1969; and for an example, of a substantive
approach based on societal goals towards the analysis of policy, see,
Frederickson, George H, "Public Administration and Social Equity" in
Euhlia Administration Review. March/April 1990, Vol. 50, No.2, ASPA,
Washington D.C. pp. 228-237. For rational models of evaluation, see
Lichfield, Kettle and Whitbread, Evaluation in £b£ Planning Process.
Pergamon Press, Oxford, U.K., 1975.

[10] Basu, Durga Das, Commentary Q Q Xl}£ Constitution QZ India.
Vol. L. Article 226, S.C. Sarkar & Sons, Calcutta, 1985.
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Thus, the ends sought are implicit in the plans made, and
reflect possibly only the aspirations perceived or articulated by the
committees of the bureaucracy in the planning agencies, such as, the
BDA, the earlier planning committees, the Trust Boaro the City
Corporation and the like.
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